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 Zip(main) format includes Acidised Wav and Rex2 Loops – all single (non looping) sounds and Sampler Patches for Kontakt,
Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. All In Stereo is a more traditional collection of melodic sequencer loops, composed and
synced to common time and based on the ACIDized WAV file, and Rex2 Loops – the same base loops with added Rex2 Loops

for Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. All In Stereo is a more traditional collection of melodic sequencer loops,
composed and synced to common time and based on the ACIDized WAV file, and Rex2 Loops – the same base loops with

added Rex2 Loops for Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. All In Stereo includes Acidised WAV and Rex2 Loops –
all single (non looping) sounds and Sampler Patches for Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. All In Stereo includes

Acidised WAV and Rex2 Loops – all single (non looping) sounds and Sampler Patches for Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft
samplers. Acidised WAVs are created by applying audio engineering techniques to remix and master an audio source, then

recording back the remix and final master down to a WAV file. The resulting WAV is a perfect, clean, and transparent version
of the source material. All In Stereo includes Acidised WAV and Rex2 Loops – all single (non looping) sounds and Sampler

Patches for Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. Acidised WAVs are created by applying audio engineering
techniques to remix and master an audio source, then recording back the remix and final master down to a WAV file. The

resulting WAV is a perfect, clean, and transparent version of the source material. Rex2 Loops are loops of pre-recorded music
that are tagged with a Rex2 wave file. The Rex2 wave file is a representation of the loop where the audio starts, stops, and

reverses direction. Rex2 loops can be used in conjunction with any sampler or software sam 520fdb1ae7
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